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1. INTRODUCTION 
An interesting computational formula for the topological degree in R” was 
given by Priifer [S] and Prtifer-Siegberg [ 61. In order to introduce this 
formula, we need the following notations: An oriented n-simplex with 
vertices ug, U, ,..., v, is denoted by o = (v,, v, ,..., c,). The orientation or(o) of 
u is assigned by or(u) = sin(det M), where M is the matrix of the affine 
homeomorphism of R” onto itself which maps ui to ei (e’,..., en the standard 
basis in R”; and e” = 0) for 0 5 i 5 n. 
Let PER” be a homogeneous n-dimensional polyhedron. Let 
j-z (P, aP) + (R”, R”\(O)) b e a continuous mapping. Define the following 
partition of R”: 
B,= (xER”Ix,<O}, 
Bi = (x E R” ) x, > 0 ,..., xi > 0, xi+, < 0) for 1 5 iz n - 1 and n > 2, 
B, = (x E R” 1 x, > 0 ,..., x, > 0). 
Then f induces a function 4,: P -+ { 0, l,..., n ) by 
#xx) = i if f(x) E Bi. (1) 
Let K be any triangulation of P which satisfies the following smallness 
condition (2) on dP: 
For every (n - 1)-simplex r in K contained in 8P, 
(2) 
there exists k E (O,..., n) such thatf(r) n B, = 0. 
Then using a homotopy-extension lemma ([6, Lemma 2.61) and the 
homotopy invariance of topological degree, Prtifer and Siegberg [ 5,6 ] 
proved the formula: 
deg(f, int P, 0) = x or(o), 
cl 
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where C,, sums over all #+perner simplexes, i.e., the oriented n-simplexes 
u” = (U()) U’ )...) v,J in K such that @,(uJ = i for 0 5 i 2 n. 
Our purpose is to present a selfcontained, purely combinatorial approach 
to the topological degree in R”. Without assuming any previous knowledge 
of degree theory, we shall take the number given in the right side of 
PrCfer-Siegberg’s formula (3) as a starting point, and use a combinatorial 
result of Fan and Sperner (cf. [3, 81) to prove that this number is 
independent of triangulation, and the usual axioms for the topological degree 
are satisfied. 
There have been several approaches to define the topological degree in R” 
(see, e.g., [2, 4, 71). Our combinatorial approach here is more direct and 
elementary. It requires little background from analysis or algebraic topology. 
Furthermore this paper also yields a new application of the combinatorial 
results of Fan [3] and Sperner [8]. 
2. A BASIC COMBINATORIAL THEOREM 
Suppose K is an oriented simplicial complex in R”. Recall that for all 
0 5 m 5 n the free Abelian group Cm(K) generated by the oriented m- 
simplexes of K is called the group of m-chains of K. An independent set 
w7kHm of generators of the Abelian group Cm(K) is called a base of 
C*(K), where I,,, is an index set. Any m-chain cm in Cm(K) can be expressed 
as cm = IL,, akoT with ak E 2. 
For each 1 5 m 5 n the boundary operator a: C”‘(K) -t Cm-‘(K) is, as 
usual, the homomorphism defined on each generator urn = (uO, ur ,..., v,,) by 
aJm = : (-l)‘(u, ,..., u^, )...) Urn)’ 
i=l 
where ^  over a symbol means that symbol is deleted. 
A labelling 1(1 on K is a map which assigns every vertex p of K an integer 
y(p) E Z. For any 1 5 m 5 n, let (b,, b, ,..., b,) denote an ordered (m + l)- 
tuple of distinct integers with (LJ,(~), b,o, ,..., b,(,,) = sin 71 (b,, b ,,..., b,) for 
any permutation x. For any m-chain c” E Cm(K), any labelling w on K and 
an ordered (m + 1)-tuple of distinct integers (6,, 6, ,..., b,), we define an 
integer a(~*, I,U, (b,, bl,..., b,)) in the following way: For a generator 
urn = (u,,, u1 ,..., urn) of C”‘(K), 
a(um, w, (b,, b, ,..., b,)) = + 1 (or -I), if (v(d, w(u,),..., v(u,>> is an 
even (or odd) permutation of 
(&I 9 b, ,***1 b,), 
= 0, otherwise. 
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For any cm = CkE,, akar E Cm(K) we define 
Roughly speaking, the integer a(~*, w, (b,, b, ,..., b,)) is the algebraic 
count of those oriented m-simplexes appearing in the chain cm (counted ak 
times if with coefficient ak) which are labelled with (b,, b, ,..., b,) by v. 
Now we are ready to give the following basic combinatorial theorem 
which follows from a combinatorial result of Fan ([3, Corollary 21) and his 
additivity argument (cf. the first proof of theorem in [3]). It can also be 
derived from Sperner’s result ([8, Sect. 81): 
THEOREM 1. Let K be an oriented simplicial complex in R”, v/ be a 
labelling on K. Let 1 5 m 5 n and cm = xkEl, a,& E Cm(K) be an m-chain 
on K. Suppose for each vertex vj (0 5 i 5 n) of any m-simplex 
om = (v,,, v, ,..., urn) in Cm (i.e., which appears in Cm with a nonzero 
coefficient), u/(vi) E (0, l,..., m}. Then we have for any 0 5 j 5 m 
a(crn, w, (0, l,..., m)) = (-1 )j a(3cm, w, (0 ,..., j7 . . . . m)). 
ProojI By (3, Corollary 21, under the given condition for every single m- 
simplex orn in cm and Ozjzrn, we have 
a(um, v/, (0, L..., m)) = a(3um, w, (- 1 y(O ,..., jl..., m)) 
= (-1)j a(3um, w, (0 ,..., I..., m)). 
For fixed w and (b,, b, ,..., b,), a is additive on Cm(K). Therefore for any 
Ojjsm 
= x a,(-1)j a(&;, w, (0 ,..., j? . . . . m)) 
kel,, 
= (-ly’a 
c 
\‘ 
kz,,, 
a,&:, w, (0 ,..., j7 . . . . m) 
1 
= (-l)j a(&“, ICI, (0 ,..., jl..., m)). 
Remark. Theorem 1 is a generalization of Fan’s Corollary 2 in 13 1; it 
means that the algebraic count of the m-simplexes labelled with 
(b,, b, ,..., 6,) by 1/1 in an m-chain cm E Cm(K) equals the algebraic count of 
the (m - 1)-simplexes labelled with (-l)j(b,,..., S,,..., b,) by v in the 
boundary (m - I)-chain 3~“‘. When K is a coherently oriented n- 
pseudomanifold, Theorem 1 (m = n) reduces to [3, Corollary 21. 
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For our later use, we make the following observations. Suppose K* is a 
simplicial subdivision of an oriented simplicial complex K. We orient K* by 
the following induced orientation: For any m-simplex rm in K*, if rm c o”‘, 
where om is some m-simplex of K (1 5 m 5 n), we assign r”’ the same orien- 
tation as I?. If S: Cm(K) + C”‘(K*) (1 5 m 5 n), denotes the chain mapping 
induced by the subdivision, then with the above convention we have 3.S = SC? 
(see, e.g., 121). 
3. THE TOPOLOGICAL DEGREE RELATIVE TO A HOMOGENEOUS 
R-DIMENSIONAL POLYHEDRON 
Let PcR” be a homogeneous n-dimensional polyhedron. Let 
j-z (P, aP)+ (R”, R”\{O}) b e a continuous mapping. With the above notation, 
we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let P be a homogeneous n-dimensional polyhedron in R”. 
Let K, and K, be any two triangulations of P such that K,, K, are oriented 
homogeneous n-dimensional simplicial complexes with all n-simplexes 
positively oriented. For i = 1, 2, let c; be the fundamental n-chain on K, 
which is the linear combination of all elements of a base of C”(Ki) with coef- 
ficients all 1. Suppose fz (P, 8P) + (R”, R” \ {0}) is a continuous mapping, I$! 
is the function on P induced by f according to (1). For i = 1, 2, let the 
labelling vi be the restriction of #r on the set of vertices of Ki. If K, and K, 
satisfy the smallness condition (2) on aP, then 
44, VI 3 (0, l,..., n)) = a(ci, v2, (0, I,..., n)). 
In other words, suppose K is any triangulation of P such that the induced 
triangulation on 3P is fine enough (i.e., the smallness condition (2) on 8P is 
satisfied). Let rqr be the restriction of #f on the set of vertices of K, then the 
algebraic count of the n-simplexes labelled with (0, l,..., n) in K by vf is 
independent of the triangulation of P. Hence, we can use this independence 
of triangulation to define the topological degree. 
We need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. Let K be an oriented simplicial complex in R”. For any 
lImsn, 
ac-- = Cks,, 
let cm = CkEl, akc$’ be any m-chain in C”‘(K). Write 
6, a;-’ where b,EZ and Z~-,=(kEI,-,~bk#O}. 
Suppose fir’ any k E IL-, there exists jE (0, l,..., m} such that 
4fiC’ ) c {O ,..., x..., m). Let I;-, = {k E IL-, 1 #,(a:-‘) c (0, l,..., m - 1 }} 
and cm-’ = CkE,;-, b,ap-‘. Then for any (m - 2)-simplex u in a~“-‘, there 
exists h E (0, 1 ,..., m - 1 } such that #,(a) c (0 ,..., h ,..., m - 1 }. 
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Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume &“-’ # 0. Then 
ZC-, # 0. Notice that 
Since a(aP) = 0, we have 
b,d(ar- ‘). (4) 
Write 8cm-’ = CkE,, rkaTe2, wherer,EZandZ~~,=(kEZ,~,~r,#O}. 
Now suppose them-ionclusion of the lemma is false. Then there exists 
k, E IL-, such that q5,(~~~-~) c (0, l,..., m - 1) and #~u~~-*) cf
(0 )...) 6 )...) m- 1) for all O<h<m- 1. Since for every kEZ:,_,\ZL-,, 
there exists some j # m (0 <j < m - 1) such that d,(uFP ‘) c (0 ,..., j? . . . . m), 
for each (m - 2)simplex r appearing in the right side of (4), 4,(r) c 
(0 )...) jl...) m } for some j # m, 0 LJ 5 m - 1. From (4) and the independence 
of elements in the base of Cmw2(K), we conclude rk,) = 0. This contradiction 
proves the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since for K, and K, there exists a triangulation K, 
of P which is a further common-simplicial subdivision of K, and K,, it 
sufftces to consider the case where K, is a simplicial subdivision of K, . 
Suppose S: Cm(KI) + Cm(K2) (1 5 m 5 n) is the chain mapping induced by 
this subdivision. Then since cy = SC;, we only need to prove 
a(c:, v, 3 (0, l,..., n)) = apt;, ‘c/2, (0, l,..., n)). (5) 
We consider two separate cases cz(c;, w,, (0, l,..., n)) # 0 and 
a@:, yl,, (0, l,..., n)) = 0. 
Case 1. a(c;, ‘1/l 3 (0, l,..., n)) # 0. Applying Theorem 1 to the funda- 
mental n-chain c: = ConeK, a”, we have 
a@?, WI 5 (0, l,..., n)) = (-1)” a(&;, ty,, (0, l,..., iz - 1)). (6) 
Write 
ac;= \’ q’fy-‘, 
&ET., 
(7) 
where a,“-‘EZ and the index set Z~_,={kEZ,_,lak”-‘20). Since 
a(cY, w,, (0, I,..., n)) # 0 and (6), Z;- , # 0. 
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By hypothesis all n-simplexes of the n-dimensional simplicial complex K, 
are positively oriented and c: = CanEK, a”, it is easy to see that 
U oaa(e:jo = 8’ (the topological boundary of P), and a:-’ c aP for all 
k E 1; _ i . From the smallness condition (2), it follows that for every k E 1; _, 
there exists j E (0, l,..., n} such that $,(a:-‘)c (0 ,..., i . . . . n}. We define 
Ii- 1 = {k E I’,-, 1 #f(c$-“) c (0, l,..., n - 1 }} (8) 
and 
Cl 
n-1= -y- n-l n-1 
kcttm, 
ak Ok . (9) 
Hence from (7~(9), we have 
aG+c;, Wl, (0, l,..., n - 1)) = a(c;-l, y,, (0, l,..., n - 1)). 
Combining this with (6), we obtain 
a@:, v/l 7 (0, I,..., n)) = (-1)” a(c:-‘, VI,, (0, l,..., n - 1)). (10) 
By (10) and a(~:, w,, (0, l,..., n)) # 0, I;-, # 0. 
Now for the (n - l)-chain Cy - ‘, the condition in Theorem 1 holds for 
m = n - 1. By Theorem 1, we have 
a(cy-l, Wl, (0, l,..., n - 1)) = (-l)“-’ a(&-‘, ty,, (0, l,..., n - 2)). (11) 
Similarly we write n-2 n-2 &-‘=~ksI’ ak uk where aim2EZ, 
IA-, = {k E I,-, 1 a:-’ # 0). By Lemma”? with m 1 n, for every k E ZLe2 
there exists some j E (0, 1 ,..., n - 1 } such that $,(u:-~) c {O ,..., j ,..., n - 1 ). 
Then we can similarly define I:-, = {k E Ike2 1 #(a:-‘) c {O, l,..., n - 2}} 
and c:-’ = Ckelim2a1:-2u~-2. (Later from (13) and the condition 
a(c;, wl, (0, l,..., n)) # 0, we shall see Z;_, # 0.) It is clear that 
a@-‘, wI, (0, 1 ,..., n - 2)) = a(cym2, v/,(0, I,..., n - 2)). (12) 
From (lo)-(12), we have 
a@;, wl, (0, L..., n) = (-1)” a(c:-l, wi, (0, l,..., n - 1)) 
= (-l)n+(n-‘)a(c:-2, v/i, (0, l,..., n - 2)). (13) 
Since for c:-’ the condition in Theorem 1 holds for m = n - 2, again we 
can use Theorem 1 to c:-‘. Continuing the above procedure and repeatedly 
using Lemma 1, we have for any 1 2 m 5 n - 1 
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m-1 m-1 cy= \‘ ak ok 
kez~, 
with I;-, c I,_ ,, a:-‘#0 forall kEI;,~,. 
Z~-,=(kEZ:,-,/~Xa,“-‘)c(O,l,..., m-~}}#-Iz, 
Cl m-1= \’ m-1 m-1 
ke1;;1 , 
ak 'k 3 
and 
a(cY, l/l,, (0, l)..., m)) = (-l)m a(c:P1, v/,) (0, l)...) m - 1)). (14) 
Consequently, we have 
a(cl, w, 5 (0, l,..., n)) = (-1)” QP’, lJ/r, (0, l)...) n - 1)) 
= (-1) n+(n-‘)+“‘+2 a(cf, ty,, (0, 1)). (15) 
By considering the subdivision SC: = CUflEK, Su”, we shall show the 
following relations: 
4W, w2, (0, L..., n)) = (-1)” a(Sc;-‘, iy2, (0, l,..., n - 1)) 
= (-1) n+(npl)t”‘tZ a(Sc:, ty2, (0, 1)). (16) 
From Theorem 1 and the fact LLS = Sa. we have 
a(W, w2, (0, I,..., n>) = C-1)” a(&%:>, w2, (0, I,..., n - 1)) 
= (-1)” a(S(&:), v/*, (0, l,..., n - 1)). (17) 
BY (7)~ s(aC;> =CkEI;m, a~-‘s(u~p’>. BY (9h s(c:-‘) = ckq” , 
ai-‘S($‘). Since #,(u~-‘)c {0 ,..., i..., n) (with j# n), for all k E I;-,\ 
IX-r, clearly outside {S(uE-r) ( k E Z[-,} there is no (n - I)-simplex in 
S(&:) which is labelled with (0, l,..., n - 1) by ‘y,. Hence, 
a(WG>, w2, (RI,..., n - 1)) = a(Sc:-‘, ty2, (0, l,..., n - 1)). (18) 
Similarly we have or any 1 5 m s n, 
a(ScY, ‘i/*, (0, I,..., m)) = (-1)” a(S(&;l), tyz, (0, l,..., m - 1)). (19) 
a(S(W>, w2, (0, I,..., m)) = a(S(c;l-‘1, v2, (0, l,..., m - 1)). (20) 
Therefore (16) is a consequence of (19) and (20). 
Now notice that for every l-simplex u: in l-chain c: = Cke,,,a:u:, 
#,(u:) c {O, 1). Hence for each l-simplex u: the subdivision does not change 
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the algebraic count of the 1-simplexes labelled with (0, 1) by wz in 0:. It 
follows that for all k E Zy 
a(~:, vl, (0, 1)) = aW,i, w2, (0, 1)). 
Hence, 
~(c:,Y,,(o~ l>>=a(~~:,Y,m 1)). (21) 
Combining (15), (16) with (21), we get the desired relation (5) for Case 1. 
Case 2. a(c;, w,, (0, l,..., n)) = 0. If for all 1 5 m 5 n, I;-, = 
(k E I;-, 1 q$@-‘) c {0 l,..., m - 1 } } # 0, then the conclusion follows from 
the same argument as in Case 1. Now suppose m E {I,..., n) is the largest 
integer such that ZL- i = 0. Then the first (n - m) equalities in (15) still 
hold. So we have 
a(Sc:, iy2, (0, l,..., n))= (-l)“+(n~l)+“‘+(m+‘) a(Scl;, yI, (0, l,..., m)). 
(22) 
Since Zg-i= {kEZ&_, I$,(ar-‘)c {0, l,...,m- l}} =0, it follows that 
either acy = Ckelb-, ak “‘-‘a~-’ =O; or Bcy# 0, but there is no (m - l)- 
simplex in f3cy labelled with (0, l,,.., m - 1). Hence, a(&?, w,, 
(0, I,..., m - 1)) = 0; and by the same argument as in Case 1, we have 
@(WI v2, (0, I,..., m - 1)) = 0. Therefore, from (19) we obtain 
a(Sc;t, v2, (0, I,..., m)) = (-l)m a(S(&y), v/*, (0, l,.,., m - 1)) = 0. 
Combining this with (22), we get 
a(Scl, y2, (0, l,..., n)) = 0. 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2 justifies 
DEFINITION 1. Let P be a homogeneous n-dimensional polyhedron in 
R”. Let f be a continuous mapping from (P, aP> into (R n, R n \{ 0)). Suppose 
K is any triangulation of P such that K is an oriented homogeneous n- 
dimensional simplicial complex, all n-simplexes of K are positively oriented 
and K satisfies the smallness condition (2) on aP. Denote by c: the 
fundamental n-chain cz = JVDnEK u” on K. Let the labelling I,M~ be the 
restriction of (6/ on the set of vertices of K, where 4, is given by (1). Then we 
define the topological degree d(f, int P, 0) off at o relative to int P by 
d(f, int P, 0) = a(cG, v/l, (0, l,..., n)). 
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Remark. As in (61, define Ai =fw, 0 5 is n. Then (aP\Ai);_, is 
an open covering of aP. If 1 > 0 is any Lebesgue number of this covering 
and K is any triangulation of P with diam r 5 k for each simplex r in K 
contained in aP, then K satisfies the smallness condition (2) on aP. 
4. THE TOPOLOGICAL DEGREE RELATIVE TO A BOUNDED OPEN SET 
Let D be a nonempty bounded open subset in R”, f be a continuous 
mapping from D into R” such that 0 @f@D). Write 
C=B, if f-‘(O) = 0, 
= (x E fi 1 dist(x, aD) 5 idist(f-‘(O), aD>}, if f-‘(O) z 0. 
(23) 
Clearly, C f7f-‘(0) = 0. 
By a standard argument (see, e.g., [2, pp. 30-3 1 I), we can find a 
homogeneous n-dimensional polyhedron P such that D\C c P c D. 
THEOREM 3. Let D be a nonernpty bounded open subset in R”, f be a 
continuous mapping from fi into R” with 0 @f (aD), and let C be defined by 
(23). Suppose P, and P, are two homogeneous n-dimensional polyhedrons 
such that D\C c Pi c D for i = 1,2. Then we have 
ddf, int P, , 0) = d(f, int P, , 0). 
Proof. First as before we define Ai =fw, 0 5 i 5 n. Since 
Cnf-'(O)=O and n1=,Aicf-'(nl=,Bi)=f-'(O), iJy=, {C\A,}= 
C\nlzO A, = C. Hence {C\A,}f,, is an open covering of C. We denote by d 
a Lebesgue number of this covering. 
Next write P, = P, n P,, then (D\C) c P, c D. Suppose K, is a 
trangulation of P, such that every n-simplex u” in K, has diam un 5 2. Then 
there exist triangulations K, and K, of P, and P,, respectivel’y, such that 
both K, and K, contain K, as a subcomplex, every n-simplex of Ki 
(i = 1,2, 3), is positively oriented and has diam 5 A. Therefore, for any i = 1 
or 2 and each m-simplex (0 5 m 2 n) in K,, t c C implies r c C\A,, i.e., 
$qr, c {O,...,i..., n) for s8me O<j<n. 
Suppose the labelling vi is the restriction of q4f on the set of vertices of Ki 
and c; = CUnEKi an for i = 1;2, 3. Then there is no n-simplex of Ki (i = 1, 2), 
contained in C labelled with (0, l,..., n) by vi. Thus for i = 1, 2, 
a(cY, Vi, (03 l,..., n)) = a(cY, v3, (0, I,..., n)>. 
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Therefore 
ate: 9 w, 7 (0, l,..., n)) = a@;, Yfz, (0, L..., n)). (24) 
Since aPi c C (i = 1,2), for each fixed i = 1,2 and any (n - I)-simplex r 
in Ki contained in aPi, we have f(7) n Bj = 0 for some 0 2 j 5 n. Hence Ki 
satisfies the smallness condition (2) on aPi (i = 1, 2). By Definition 1 
d(f, int Pi, 0) = a(c;, vi, (0, l,..., n)) for i = 1, 2. (25) 
From (24) and (29, 
d(f, int P, , 0) = d(f, int P,, 0). 
Theorem 3 justifies the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2. Let D be a nonempty bounded open subset in R”, f be a 
continuous mapping from D into R” with p E R”\f(aD). The topological 
degree off at p relative to D is defined by 
d(f, D, P> = d(f- P, int p, O), 
where P is a homogeneous n-dimensional polyhedron such that 
D\C c P c D and C is defined in (23). 
5. AXIOMS FOR THE TOPOLOGICAL DEGREE 
For any nonempty bounded open subset D in R”, a continuous mapping f
from fi into R” and p E R”V(aD), we have assigned an integer ddf, D,p) by 
Definition 2. Now we are going to prove ‘that d(f, D,p) satisfies the usual 
axioms for topological degree ([ 1,4]). 
(i) If p E D and I is the identity map on D, then d(Z, D,p) = 1. 
(ii) If D, fi D, = 0, D, U D, c D and p &f[D\(D, U D,)], then 
d(f,D,p)=d(f,D,,p)+dtf,D,,p). 
(iii) If h:fix [0, l] -+R” is continuous, p E R”\h(c?D x [0, 11) and 
h,(x) = h(x, t), then d(h,, D,p) is independent of t E [0, 11, 
(iv) If p Ef(ao), then d(f, D,p) = d(f-p, D, 0). 
Clearly, d(f, D,p) defined by Definition 2 satisfies axiom (iv). It suffices 
to prove the following Theorems 4-6: 
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THEOREM 4. Let D,, D, and D, be bounded open subsets in R” such 
that D, V D, c D, and D, (7 D2 = 0. Let f be a continuous mapping from 
b3 into R”. If p @f [fi,\(D, U Dz)], then 
d(f,D,,P)=d(f,D,,p)+d(f.D,,p). (26) 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we only consider the case p = 0. It 
follows from O@Gf[D3\(D,UD2)] that 06Tf(i?D,)Uf(dD,). Define for 
i= 1,2,3 
Ci=Di, if f-‘(0)nDi=O 
= (x E oi / dist(x, 8DJ < 4 dist(f -l(O) n Di, aDi)}, 
if f -‘(0)f3Di#0 
and F = [D,\(D, u D2)] u C, u C,. Since Fnf -l(O) = 0, {F\A,};=, is an 
open covering of F, where Ai =f -‘(Bi). Denote by 1 a Lebesgue number of 
this covering. 
Then we can find n-dimensional polyhedrons P,, P,, and P, such that 
Di\Ci c Pi c Di for i = 1, 2, 3 and P, 2 P, UP,. Triangulate Pi (i = 1, 2, 3) 
into n-dimensional simplicial complex Ki (i = 1, 2, 3) such that K,, K, are 
subcomplexes of K, and all n-simplexes o” in Ki (i = 1, 2, 3) are positively 
oriented with diam an 2 A (cf., e.g., (2, Chap. 1 I). 
Let the labelling vr be the restriction of $f on the set of vertices of K,, and 
cy = C,,ncXi u” for i = 1, 2, 3. By the similar argument as in Theorem 3, there 
is no n-simplex in P,\(P, U Pz) labelled with (0, l,..., n) by v,; and Kj 
(i = 1, 2, 3), satisfies the smallness condition (2) on 8Pi. Therefore, by the 
additivity property of a and Definition 2, we have 
4c;, Wf, (0, l,..., n)) = a(~;, vf, (0, I,..., n)) 
t a(~;, vf, (0, I,..., n)>, (27) 
and 
d(S, D/T 0) = a(~:, vf, (0, I,..., n)) for i= 1, 2, 3. (28) 
Hence, (26) is a consequence of (27) and (28). 
THEOREM 5. Let D be a nonempty bounded open subset in R”, I be the 
identity map. Suppose p E D. Then d(I, D, p) = 1. 
Proof. Since p E int D, we have E = dist(p, ~30) > 0. Let G,= {x /x = 
(X , ,..., xn) E R”, pi - ~111 <xi <pi + E/n, 0 2 i s n}, where (pI ,..., p,) =p. 
Then G,cD. By Theorem4 (with D, = D, D, = G,, and D, =0), 
44 D, P) = 44 G,, P). 
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Notice that for any triangulation K of Ge, every (n - 1)-simplex r of K 
with r c 8G, satisfies f(r) n B, = 0 for f = I -p and some 0 5 k S n. Hence 
any triangulation K of GE satisfies the smallness condition (2) on 8G,. We 
can expecially let K contain the n-simplex (Us, v, ,..., v,) with 
v. -p = (O,..., O), vi-p= (l)...) 1, Oith ,...) 0) for 1 5 i 5 n. Suppose wlPp is 
the restriction of d,-, on the set of vertices of K and c” = ConEK a”. Then 
and 
a(cn, v/lpp, (0, l,..., n)) = 1, 
d(Z, G,p) = d(Z -p, G, 0) = a(~“, v,-~, (0, l,..., n)) = 1. 
Therefore. 
d(Z, D,p) = 1. 
THEOREM 6. Let D be a nonempty bounded open subset in R”, 
h: D x [0, l] + R” continuous, and p E R”\h(aD x [0, 11). Iff(x) = h(x, 0) 
and g(x) = h(x, 1 ), then 
d(f, D, P) = d( g, D, P). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume p = 0 and h- ‘(0) # 0. 
Since aD x [0, l] is compact and h(x, t) # 0 on aD x [0, 11, there exists a 
positive number p s_uch that dist[h-I(., t)(O), D] > p > 0 for all t E [0, 11. 
Write C = (x E D ] dist(x, 8D) 5 42). As in the Section 4 we can find an 
n-dimensional polyhedron P such that D\C c P c D. Then h(x, t) # 0 for 
(x, t) E aP x [O, I]. 
Let (x,y)ER”+‘= R”xR’ for xER” and yVER’. IfxER” has coor- 
dinates (xi ,..., x,), then (x, y) will mean the point (x1 ,..., x,, y). We define a 
partition of R”+ ’ by 
B, = ((x, y) 1 x, > 0 ,..., xi > 0, xi+, 5 0) for 1 5 i 5 n - 1 and n 2 2, 
B,={(x,~)lx,>O,...,x,>O,~~0}, 
B “+~={(x,Y)Ix,>o,...,x,>o,Y>o). 
Define a function #h on D x [O, 1 ] by $h(x, t) = i if h(x, t) E B,. Let 
Ai=h-‘(Bi)cR”+’ for Ojjsn+ 1. Since h(x,t)ER”x (0) for 
(x, t) E 5 x [O, 1 ] and E=,Bi= {(O,y)IysO}, we have nlzOAi= 
~~_,h-‘(Bi)ch-‘(~~=,Bi)=h-‘(O,O). Since (O,O)&h(aPx [0, l]), 
lW’ x [‘A lI)\A }l=o is an open covering of (aP x [0, 11). Let A be a 
Lebesgue number of this covering. 
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Triangulate P into an n-dimensional simplicial complex K with all 11~ 
simplexes a: ,..., a,; positively oriented and diam a’ 5 k/2, 0 2 i s N. Divide 
[0, l] into m sections Ei= [j/m, (j + 1)/m], 6 2 jz m - 1 such 
l/m 5 A/2. 
As usual, we define prisms over 01 (1 5 i 2 N), by 0: x Ej with the 
simplexes al X {j/m) = (vO, u, ,.., u,,) and the roof simplexes 
((j+ 1)/m} = (VA, uI,..., vh). The prism chain over al with respect to 
defined by 
that 
floor 
a; x 
Ej is 
For the n-chain co” = Cy= I 01, the prism chain c,“+ ’ over co” with respect o 
Ej is defined by 
cgn+’ = l7,c; = x QJ;. 
i= I 
A routine calculation show that for j = O,..., m - 1, 
C?C i+'=C: X ((j+ 1)/m) -cc x (j/m} -Ilj(&~), (29) 
where C:X (k/m)=C~z,u~x {k/m}, Osk5m. 
Suppose v,, is the restriction of $,, on the set of vertices of (17iuy): , . 
Similar to Theorem 2, we have for the (n + 1 )-chain co”’ 
a(C;+‘, l/l*, (0, l’...) n + 1)) = (-1)“f’ G[(ac;+‘, v/h, (0, l,..., n)). (30) 
From (29) and (30), 
a(c;+‘, v/h, (0, 1,***, n t 1)) = (-l)“+‘[a(c; x ((j + 1)/m), why (0, 1~.~-~ n)) 
- a(ci x {j/m}, v/h, (0, 19-.v n)> 
- a(flj(aCz)v Wh, (0, lv**, a))]* 
Because h(x, t) E R” x {O), there is no (n t 1)simplex in ci” labelled 
with (0, l,..., n t 1) by v,, . Hence, 
a(co” + ‘, v,,, (0, 1,-*, n + I)) = 0. (32) 
Observe that any n-simplex u E 17j(&$) is contained in L?P X [O, 11. Since 
diam u 2 1, 4h(u) c {O,..., k^ ,..., n ) for some 0 5 k 5 n. Hence, 
a(nj(aCt), Wh 9 (0, l,.**, n)) = 0, (33) 
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and for the triangulation K the smallness condition (2) is satisfied on aP. 
Thus for any 0 sjs m - 1, 
a(c,” x {j/m)? vhT (0, 1?.-3 n)) = d(h(.,j/m), int P, 0) 
= d@(d/m), Q 0). (34) 
By (31)-(33), we have 
a(c: x {(j + 1)/m)y vh, to? 1v--y n>> 
= a(ct x {j/m}, V/h, (0, 1,.-., n)). 
Combining this with (34), we obtain for 0 2 j 2 m - 1, 
d(h(-, j/m>, D, 0) = d(h(e, (j + 1 j/m), D, 0). 
Consequently, 
d(S, D, 0) = 4g, D, 0) 
which completes the proof. 
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